Mesh
With Frame / Cut to Size

Mesh with Frame

Stainless Steel Mesh is available for various factory automation applications such as filtration, sieving and air filtration.

### Stainless Steel Mesh

- **Material**: SUS316, SUS304

### Mesh with Frame

- **Shape**: Square, Round
- **Hole Type**: Standard Type, Hole Type
- **Size a (mm)**: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
- **Dimension Tolerance of A, B, C and D (Through Hole)**

### Ordering Examples and Price Calculation Method

#### Standard Type

Square Type Mesh and Round Type Mesh can be ordered as Standard Type.

#### Hole Type

- **Material**: B, D (Square, Round)
- **Unit Price**

### Frame Unit Price

- **Part Number**
- **Unit Price**

### Mesh Unit Price

- **Part Number**
- **Unit Price**

### Mesh - Cut to Size

#### Square

- **Type**: PMY, PMT
- **Mesh Standards**
- **Shape**: Square, Round

#### Round

- **Type**: PMY, PMT
- **Mesh Standards**
- **Shape**: Square, Round

### Mesh Standards

- **Shape**: Square, Round
- **Mesh Standards**: PMY, PMT

### Mesh Roughness Overview

- **Size**: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
- **Type**: PMY, PMT
- **Units**: PMY, PMT (mm, inch)

### Dimension Tolerance of A, B, C and D

- **Type**: PMY, PMT

---

Note that, for some of the types shown here, order might be unable to be received by the MISUMI Indonesia offices.